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The hyper-connected era of 5G is upon us. All across the UK and Europe, local authorities are partnering with a wide range of partners 

including technology providers, academia and vertical industries to roll-out a series of localised trials and testbeds and enable us to see 

real-world examples of 5G applications and technologies in action. 

Bringing together key 5G stakeholders from all sides, this 1 day conference will provide an opportunity to look at the technical and practical 

considerations that need to be taken into account when rolling out a 5G network, and the benefits that the technology can provide. 

The technical improvements that 5G will bring in terms of faster, more reliable downloads and better connectivity are undisputed. This 

will be an opportunity to look at how these can be translated into real-world benefits where it really matters - to consumers, businesses, 

and communities everywhere. It will show how, by working together, stakeholders can harness the benefits of 5G and build the connected 

communities of tomorrow.

�		The chance to promote your organisation to delegates including Local authorities and Government 

representatives, Public sector representatives, Technology and connectivity providers, Vertical 

industries and private businesses, Research institutes and academia and Citizen and consumer groups.

�		The opportunity to strengthen corporate and community relationships and an unrivalled platform to 

expose your organisation to key markets.

�		Interact with delegates face to face during the numerous networking opportunities including the 

invitation only dinner.

�	 Benefit significantly from a highly sought after platform to share your view to a keenly interested, 

relevant and, above all, influential audience.

There are two separate sponsorship packages available for the event, designed to offer optimum exposure for 

the budgets that are available. Details of these can be found on the following page. For more information on 

sponsorship packages or to explore involvement in this event, please contact Fiona Hosking on the details below.

About the Event

Why get involved?
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Gold

£5,000
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✔

✔

✔

✔

Sponsorship Package

	 Benefits

 Places at pre-conference speaker and VIP dinner debate

  Exclusive speaking position for company representative  
(subject to suitability of programme)

 Corporate identity on conference website with link to company website

 Advert in delegate handout

 Recognition as sponsor (at selected level) in marketing emails and press releases

 Branding on main stage

 Exhibition Space in refreshments / networking area

PLEASE NOTE: The list of packages described in this brochure are by no means exhaustive and are meant only as a guide to the 

possible sponsorship and brand building opportunities that are available at this event.

If you have any specific requirements that you feel are not covered by the packages available, then please do not hesitate to get in 

touch. We are always available to help you identify the options that suit your budget while maximising your value and visibility at the 

conference, and if necessary, our marketing team can work with you to create innovative sponsorship packages tailored to the exact 

needs of you and your organisation.

Prices listed do not include VAT

Platinum

£6,500
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✔
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Priority  
Branding

Prime  
Location


